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This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals displayed in the cookie policy. If you would like to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking the link, or continuing to browse
otherwise, you consent to the use of cookies. Click on the alphabet below to see the full list of models starting with this letter: # 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z I have a Scandia Model #320 Wood Cooker.... built and/or purchased in 1979. We need an owner's manual on building permits. I can't find who sells this
stove.... or a number of Franklin Cast Products in Warwick, Rhode Island, which seems to be where it was produced.. but then there is a reference to Tawain as well... ... go crazy! Do you have any help? Scandia made copies of several popular US-made cookers and imported them from Taiwan. They were impregnated from existence back in the 1980s.
they were pretty much gone by the time UL standards for wood stoves were implemented. Two Englander 30-NCLs Heat redefined (One reserve waiting), Englander 25-PDVC Poulan Pro 405 + 65cc, 2 Husky 142s, Chusky 5200, Poulan 1975, 1988 Duerr Splitter Lots of people make'em. A lot of people sell'em. Hearth.com how to use them. All posts are now
gluten-free and do not contain trans fats. If it's not UL listed you need to check your local building code, what are its requirements for non-listed cookers to have. Most sites use them by NFPA 211, but they don't need them. These here might apply in Maine: I also ask for your home insurance for your position on the nelisted stove installation. PE Super insert,
Stihl MS290, Fiskars X27, DR 5-ton splitter Two adorable little helpers. This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals displayed in the cookie policy. If you would like to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this
banner, scrolling this page, clicking the link, or continuing to browse otherwise, you consent to the use of cookies. You are currently using an outdated browser. For the best viewing experience, please upgrade your browser here. As nature's original heat source and the world's first furnace, fire still has the power to stir up our most important instincts by
bringing people together to relax, engage and share our visit to the most intimate moments. At Scandia, we know how to tame the fire, and we are experts wood fires and stoves thriving in Australian conditions. Our world-class design and commitment to quality inspires inspires cultural values and mastery for which they are famous. These same values
resonate throughout our organisation, insuring the passion for the development of high-quality, affordable wood fires. At Scandia, we believe in the power of fire to bring people together. We believe in Scandia's strength to be a quality design and Australians together. With the origins of forged Australian history in the classical style of our traditional wood fire
range is the pinnacle of affordable, high quality simmering wood fires. Inspired by nordic design style and elegance, as well as the practicality and functionality of provincial life, the range of modern wooden fires from Scandia is smoked in class and style. Deceptively elegant these powerful radiant fires deliver the ambience and warmth you'd expect from an
Australian designed wooden fire making them the perfect centrepiece of any modern home. It is influenced by the passion for combining indoor and outdoor life and the pitfalls and style of European design, which the team at Scandia has created a range of dreaming radiant and open wooden fires, ideal for the most inspiring outdoor living spaces. Scandia's
range of accessories complements your wood fire and stoves perfectly. Enjoy year-round comfort with Scandia's new Adina range of Reverse Cycle Air Conditioners.Priced from 1,149 $uzst sodyed, they're only available and online only here! I was wondering if anyone was or know was getting instruction, installation, spec for Scandia, Franklin Cast Products
warwick ri. Unfortunately we have one installed and can not get it passed without these documents for inspection. I have seen this asked before, but there was hope maybe someone had some links or knowledge. I reallize they are now out of business, but figured I would give another shot before being uninstal. Thank you I was wondering if anyone was or
know was getting instruction, installation, spec for Scandia, Franklin Cast Products warwick ri. Unfortunately we have one installed and can not get it passed without these documents for inspection. I have seen this asked before, but there was hope maybe someone had some links or knowledge. I reallize they are now out of business, but figured I would give
another shot before being uninstal. Thanks as far as I'm concerned you're better at ess-canning that POS. Seriously, Franklin Stoves are rubbish. The odds are pretty slim, but maybe if you post a pattern or picture someone will recognize it. I think in the long run you will have fewer permits and operational hassles by replacing the stove with a modern unit.
Expand Signature PE Alderlea T6, The Jotul F602's most important tool in the wood burning process and the biggest variable is what works in the stove. Below is an attached image of the stove. Maybe someone has documents, specs, installation manual or maybe know the model of it Thanks Scandia stoves were low cost Taiwanese copies of Jotul stoves
that appeared (and were subjected to a protracted law suit) during the first oil shock of the 70's. If I remember correctly, Scandia actually disassembled Jotul ovens and used the pieces as patterns for their castings. They were generally considered to be poorly made stoves with inferior cast parts. They did get a lot of people through difficult times. I'd try going
to the Jotul website and download the manual stove the most up on the look of Scandia you have. However, I would leave a big mistake with such things as spacing and working temperature. Expand Signature Original Vermont Castings Defiant now enjoys a well-deserved retirement after 32 years of faithful service. Replaced 9-14-09 by Jotul F 600 Firelight
CB. HI, Thanks for the info. I did go to the site but couldn't find a similar one. I did find the Jotul 1 model seems to be the same, but no luck on the site's installation manual. Your stove certainly seems to be a Jotul 1 clone. Part of the scheme can then be , but it's not the same as the tutorial. Emailing Jotul North America or Jotul trader at you could give you a
guide, but there's no guarantee that a copy of Scandia was an exact match. Expand Signature Original Vermont Castings Defiant now enjoys a well-deserved retirement after 32 years of faithful service. Replaced 9-14-09 by Jotul F 600 Firelight CB. Hello everyone, I'm a new member who just joined today. Early in my career (more than 30 years ago) I did
wood cooker equipment at Stove Works, a company in Chapel Hill, NC. Enjoyed my Garrison II for over 30 years until I had to sell my house recently due to divorce. I now live in a trailer ('97 vintage) and plan to install a wooden stove. Please spare me a comment on the wisdom of putting a wood burner in a trailer, I know how to do it right. I've found a
Scandia 310c on Craige's list for $150.00. Yes, I know they are cheap to knock offs better in Scandinavian ovens, but I found a lot of positive comments about them online. The 310c is a bit rusted from the outside, but it looks to be in pretty good shape. Nothing that a little elbow fat and stove color would not fix. I surmised that c was catalytic and with internet
research (a lot of it on this site) found that I was right. When I worked on Stove Works in the early '80's I don't think they're putting them in stoves yet. I think it was after 1988 that they started installing them in stoves (?) The point is I have no experience in using wood stoves with a catalytic converter. How long do they last or should I say how often they need
to be replaced? Does anyone know where I could get the owners' guide for 310c? I know about Scandia in Australia and plan to get in touch but I think they just bought the name and had nothing to do with this stove. Also, does anyone know if it was firebricks lining the insides? I had the owner email me pictures from the inside and there seemed to be only
firebricks on the bottom. I didn't see any retaining clips of bricks along the sides similar to what my old Garrison was. Also, the catalytic converter honeycomb seems to be intact and quite clean. All responses to this post will be greatly appreciated. It will be a 3 hour trip to SC for me to pick it up and I don't want to make the trip just to find I will have to put a lot
more money to it to make it functional. Thanks in advance for any and all answers. I think given its age and legacy that there will be a fair amount of work (rebuild) to cook until decent condition. This means that there are no structural defects. Expand Signature PE Alderlea T6, The Jotul F602's most important tool in the wood burning process and the biggest
variable is what works in the stove. I assume, given its age and legacy, that there will be a fair amount of work (rebuild) to cook until decent. This means that there are no structural defects. The images he sent showed no measible cracks. The honeycomb on the cc looked to be in good shape. Probably won't know anything until I do that 3 hour drive! What
I'm really wondering about is if it's missing the firebrick around the inside. The images he sent showed no measible cracks. The honeycomb on the cc looked to be in good shape. Probably won't know anything until I do that 3 hour drive! What I'm really wondering about is if it's missing the firebrick around the inside. Another thing I did not mention . . . On the
side of the stove embossing inscription is Erik 310c. It's almost 1 am here on the East Coast and I need to get to sleep. Or check for additional answers tomorrow. Thank you! Thank you!
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